Precision Plus™ TONGS
The new Precision Plus™ 18-8 Stainless Steel Plating Tongs were designed with less tension to provide for greater control with more delicate foods. Multiple styles (straight, curved tip, fine point, and offset) and sizes are available for almost any application.

1. Dual raised cross-hatch grips on outside of tong for improved stability
2. Inside of tong tips are serrated for better grip on food
3. Satin finish to hide wear
4. 18-8 Stainless Steel construction for exceptional durability

STRAIGHT
Versatile design can be used in a variety of applications.

- M35232 11⅞"
- M35230 9⅜"
- M35235 6⅝"

CURVED TIP
Tong ends bent at 40° for easier placement at different angles.

- M35233 11⅞"
- M35231 9⅜"
- M35234 6⅝"

FINE POINT
Finely machined tips for precise placement of the smallest or delicate foods.

- M35244 6⅝" - Curved Tip
- M35245 6⅝" - Straight

OFFSET
Ultra-fine tips designed for handling the most delicate foods and precise placement of small ingredients.

- M35237 7⅝"
- M35236 6⅝"